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Background: Seven disease modifying (DMD) treatments for MS were approved in the last two
decades by FDA, EMA and PMDA, based on efficacy data from randomized controlled trials running
against placebo typically for two years. However, MS runs over decades and any analysis of long term
effectiveness needs be based on observational data. To date, published studies on long term
outcomes of DMD treatment have been limited both in terms of size and outcome measures.
Objectives: We have set out to use data from clinical European MS registries to explore the potential
of assessing the long-term effectiveness of DMD treatment. The feasibility of such an analysis will be
based on quantity, density and quality of data. We will also seek to assess differences in patterns of
prescription between countries e.g. due to socioeconomic factors. Disability outcome will be
primarily based on expanded disability status scale (EDSS) scores. Since only proportion of patients
will have reached EDSS level of 4 or 6 in the first 15 years after start of DMD treatment we anticipate
a big initial sample size to be crucial to draw robust conclusions.
Methods: A total of 15 European registers were identified and assessed for numbers of patients and
types of data registered. Only registers providing longitudinal information of EDSS as outcome and
detailed information about DMD treatment were considered possible to include.

Results: Only three participating registries were found to likely to contribute information needed for
the study, i.e. the MS registries from Germany, Italy and Sweden, altogether containing
approximately 62,000 PwMS. These dataset all include the following necessary covariates for
analysis: Sex, age at onset, date at diagnosis, disease course at onset, DMD treatments with start and
end dates, sequential EDSS scores with dates. Necessarily, the amount of information is expected to
vary greatly between patients. If possible also numbers of MRI lesions will be collected. Only patients
fulfilling diagnostic criteria of Poser or McDonald will be included. We expect to present data on the
number of patients available for analysis as well as which comparisons that are feasible to perform,
i.e. treated versus untreated patients, early versus late treatment, and time on treatment.
Conclusions: Despite the availability of numerous MS registries and databases it is a big challenge to
find comparable registry data giving the information needed in complex settings like assessment of
DMD effectiveness. Registry data in Europe is collected with many different scopes and therefore
quite heterogeneous in data architecture and data collection. Still they offer a valuable tool for
questions which cannot easily be assessed in clinical trials.

